The threshold signature scheme is a protocol that allows any subset of t parties out of n to generate a signature. Since the t members can cooperate together to compute the secret key, we introduce the server-aided threshold signature, which provides controllability for activating the signing function in a certain enhanced way. In this study, we present a server-aided threshold RSA signature protocol against the adaptive attacks. We give the universally composable secure model for the server-aided threshold signature primitive and prove that the proposed protocol is claimed to be well-formed, correct and unforgeability. As a separate contribution we also prove that it is also secure in the adaptive universal composability framework. After the discussion about the security and the performance, we claim that the protocol is practical and efficient.
INTRODUCTION
A threshold signature scheme is a protocol that allows any subset of t parties out of n to generate a signature. Meanwhile, it disallows the creation of a valid signature if fewer than t parties participate in the protocol. It should also be robust, meaning that corrupted parties should not be able to prevent uncorrupted parties from generating signature. Though threshold schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem are relatively straightforward to build, Basing threshold schemes on the RSA problem is more difficult, due to the fact that the modulus Ф (N) cannot be leaked to any of the shareholders. Boyd (1989) and Frankel (1989) present the first RSA based threshold signature independently. These earlier protocols additively share the signing key d among the parties. Rabin (1998) present the first reasonable efficient and robust solutions. However, they tend to be more complex and less efficient in comparison to the discrete logarithm schemes. These earlier protocols additively share the signing key d among the parties and they tend to be more complex and less efficient. Later, (Shoup, 2000) described his practical threshold signatures, which is widely regarded as the efficient threshold RSA signature scheme.
We consider a scenario that a classified file is stored in a file server which locates behind the company gateway. To access the file, someone outside the company should launch the successful authentication with a correct password between himself and the authentication gateway. However the file is so sensitive that the password is divided into several pieces which are shared among a group of members. Only at least t members together have the privilege to access the classified file. However, when some t members are corrupted, the file will be leaked out.
Therefore, we introduce the verifiable server, which is physical secure and can be trusted by the company gateway. The server-aided threshold signature scheme, where the signing function can be activated by a server, provides user controllability for activating the user's signing function. That is, if anyone has a power to activate the signing function of the servers, he can easily compute valid signatures for a specific organization without knowing the private key. Xu and Sandhu (2003) provided a general construction to build server assisted threshold signatures. Yang et al. (2006) also design two types of proactive secret sharing schemes which are suitable for server assisted threshold signatures.
In this study, we propose a server-aided threshold RSA signature protocol with adaptive universally composable security. In this protocol, the system is composed of one server and multiple users who share the private key together. The server and all users must cooperate to produce a valid signature. In addition, the proposed protocol has the adaptively UC-security, which makes the adversary forge signatures of previous periods more difficultly even though she can corrupt users at any time. The proposed protocol shares the secret with the additional sharing. The size of the signing key is constant and the size of the partial signature is constant, which are independent to the number of the users. Furthermore, the threshold signature generation stage and the signature combining stage are completely non-interactive. At last, the correctness and security have been analyzed.
UNIVERSAL COMPOSABLE SECURE MODEL OF SERVER-AIDED THRESHOLD
Recently some efforts were made towards capturing the security requirements within the universal composability framework. This modeling has some significant advantages in designing and analyzing complex system. The framework maintains the security, regardless of execution environment. That is suitable for analyzing the mobile ad-hoc networks. Canetti introduced the universal composability framework (Canetti and Rabin, 2003; Canetti, 2004) as the new approach for designing and analyzing the security of cryptographic primitives and protocols. The main concern is to create new approach for the assessment of cryptographic protocol. It is guaranteed that a protocol with UC security maintains its security even when running concurrently with others. When analyzing multiprotocol systems, we analyze each protocol as if it is stand alone Then the composition theorem is used to deduce the security of all instances when running concurrently.
Security of the protocol π is achieved via comparing the protocol execution in the real-life model to the ideal model. This is formalized by considering an environment Z, which represents all the other protocols running in the system, including the protocols that provide inputs to and obtain outputs from. Security is required that comparing protocol π with an ideal functionality F, that is, whatever Z could achieve by attacking π, it could also achieve by interacting with F. in other words, if no environment can distinguish interactions with π from those with F, the protocol π is secure in the hybrid model. To make this precise, a special ITM S is introduced. The goal of S is to simulate the adversary's view of π, based on the information is willing to exchange with environment.
We define the functionality F SATSig for the serveraided threshold signature, whose basic ideal is providing a registry service" where the users can register their (message, share) pairs. Any party that provides the right verification key can check whether a given pair is registered. It takes four types of inputs, which correspond to the four basic modules of the signature protocol: Setup, signature share, combine and verify.
We also deal with the case that the signer is corrupted. Corrupted signers are controlled by the adversary, which is different from the honest ones. If the signer is corrupted and F SATSig is asked to verify (m, s), then F SATSig allows the ideal-process adversary to force the answer to be "1", even if m was never before signed. We add the corrupted signer and make the whole framework more reasonable.
The functionality F SATSig is also the standard corruption functionality, with an additional stipulation. When a user P is corrupted, F SATSig records this fact and reports to the adversary all the signing and verification requests made by P. If P is the signer then the adversary gets also the signature share generation algorithm SS together with its current state. The verification algorithm V is deterministic guarantees consistency, namely that all verification requests for the same triple return the same answer. Verifying that V (m, σ) = 1 at signature generation time guarantees completeness, namely that if a signature was generated legally then it will pass verification. The check for forgery at verification time guarantees unforgeability. 
SERVER-AIDED THRESHOLD SIGNATURE PROTOCOL
We present the server assisted threshold RSA signature protocol π, which realizes F SATSig in a straightforward way. All parties in the protocol run the following code: Setup: It is run by the Key Generation Center (KGC). Given the security parameter k, the KGC perform RSA key generation with secure parameter k to obtain modulus N, where, 
SECURITY DISCUSSION
We will prove that for the server assisted threshold signature protocol is correct, consistent and unforgeable under chosen message attack against adaptive adversary. The proposed protocol also implements the signature functionality defined before.
Correctness:
The following theorem shows that the signature produced by the proposed protocol satisfies the correctness. Theorem 1: The proposed scheme is verifiable, if the server and all the users follow the issuing protocol.
Proof 1: Let S is the set of t or more users and their secret key is sk i . The polynomial f(x) of degree t-1 is expressed as:
Therefore, f(0) can be derived by the Lagrange formula:
On the other hand, from the proposed scheme, we learn:
If the signature δ is computed using the extended Euclidean algorithm, it must satisfy the verification equation. Hence, the theorem is proved.
Unforgeability: An outside adversary may try to derive a forged proxy signature. We will show that all attacks fail on our scheme.
Theorem 2: Suppose H(·), H'(·)
be the random oracle, there is t or fewer corrupted proxy signers, the proposed scheme is a secure threshold proxy signature scheme assuming that the standard RSA signature scheme is secure.
Proof 2:
If there is an adversary A can forge our proposed proxy signature, then there is an adversary B who can forge a RSA signature. We focus on how to simulate the adversary's view. Giving access to an RSA signing oracle which we use only when A asks for a signature share from an uncorrupted signer.
Let i 1 ,…,i t-1 be the set of corrupted proxy signers. B choose the k i belonging to the set of corrupted signers at random form {0,…, M-1}. We easily know that the statistical distance between the uniform distribution on {0,…, M-1} and the uniform distribution on {0,
). Once all k i are chosen, the values k i for the uncorrupted signers are also completely determined, while can't be computed without M. B requests the RSA signing oracle to get δ. Then B easily computes: speaking, simulator S runs an internal copy of A and each of the involved parties.
Thus using the private keys, it can trivially simulate the environment Z's view of π by simply following the protocol to generate signature. We can observe that the only way it could differ from actual execution is if Z can produce a valid signature that was not legally generated. However, the unsolvable of the RSA assumption ensures that such event occur with negligible probability.
PERFORMANCE DISCUSSION
The study shares the secret key by using a simple Lagrange formula but not extra cryptographic techniques. We hide the secret information M with the subgroup of squares. The proposed protocol satisfies the server assisted property, when the user wants to enjoy a threshold protection of her private signing function by taking advantage of multiple servers. It shares the secret with the additional sharing. The size of the signing key is constant and the size of the signature is constant, those are independent to the number of users. Furthermore, the signature generation stage and the signature combining stage are completely noninteractive. Owing to its simple algorithm and fewer parameter requirements needed, the proposed protocol requires the fewer calculations and the fewer transactions.
Mobile agent is one of the best application areas of server-aided threshold signature scheme. The mobile agent is autonomous software entity, which migrates across different execution environments through the network. The characteristics of the mobile agent, mobility and autonomy, make it ideal for electronic commerce applications in many ways, such as ubiquitous computing, mobile commerce. As the agents are not trustworthy, or may be malicious, there are great challenges. One way to reduce the computation cost on mobile devices is to get help from a verifiable and a powerful server.
A possible solution is to adopt the server assisted threshold signature. We store securely secret private keys by servers instead of each mobile agent and perform securely their cryptographic functions.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we present a simple, efficient and adaptively secure server-aided threshold RSA signature protocol. We give the universally composable secure model for the server-aided threshold signature and prove that the proposed protocol is claimed to be wellformed correct, consistent and t-1 unforgeability. As a separate contribution we also prove that it is also secure in the universal composability framework. It shares the secret with the additional sharing. The size of the signing key is constant and the size of the signature is constant, those are independent to the number of users. The proposed scheme reduces large amounts of modular exponential computations and communications. It can be applied to the mobile agent system, regardless what the environment it interacts with.
